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MANAGED CONTRACT REVIEW

Contract insight
Legal Wing analyzes legal data to automate the first
steps of your contract review process. We identify
existing rights and obligations and compare standard
vs. non-standard provisions. Other than standard
provisions, we also analyze revenue-related terms and
capture key business metrics. Our clients leverage
these services to develop negotiation strategies,
manage contractual commitments, increase revenue
and optimize contract value.

Process insight
But most of all we realize process improvements that
increase efficiency for your in-house legal department.

Efficiently reviewing contracts (project-based and ongoing) allows the legal professional to get straight
to the legal core and take action. We organize contracts and use AI to automatically abstract relevant
provisions into reports and dashboards. So you can make data-driven business decisions. Examples
include M&A due diligence, building records in a CLM system, drafting the best possible templates based
on most acceptable terms, comparing contracts to your standard terms, or identifying contracts that
need to be amended in response to a regulatory event. 

• Automatically review your contracts on relevant and business specific provisions
• Ensure a streamlined review across the legal department
• Outsource repetitive reviewing tasks to legal tech
• Summarize contracts for a quick overview in risks and opportunities

• Insight in non-standard terms to expedite review by
in-house counsel 
• Overview of common deviations from baseline
standards and suggested modifications to reduce
negotiation cycle times 
• Track changes made in previous versions during
negotiation process

• Additional KPI-driven process analysis to
improve operational performance
• Adoption of legal insights into other business
aspects such as procurement, sales and finance
• Periodically updated contract management
systems for an accurate corporate housekeeping

Contract Review

We believe in the thoughtful, human approach to both business and legal tech. Without a human aspect,
technology would not have the potential to efficiently support your organization and contract review process.
Though we focus on tech, we will always need people for high level legal review and strategic decision making.
Legal tech will not steal your work, it will make it more enjoyable when utilized effectively.

Contract Comparison Contract Analytics

Legal business intelligence
Run your legal department like a business. Legal
Wing delivers strategic legal insights that lower
cost, mitigate risks and deliver increased insights
to the organization.

Empower in-house legal teams to serve your
company’s needs using a strategic business
approach. Leveraging the most accurate legal tech
solutions, we provide full insight into your
contractual risks and opportunities. We accelerate
and improve legal processes, save valuable time,
reduce unnecessary costs and immediately
capitalize unused growth potential. 
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Man versus machine


